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NE THODS FOR FACILITATING THE BLIND LAN.DI]~GOF AIRPLANES*

By M. Heinrich Gloeckner

Since the introduction of blind flying, the accomplish-
meilt of blind landing on prepared fields has become one of
the most pressing problems, and many attempts are being
made to solve it. The methods employed, in so far as they
have been published, are suiimarized in the present report.

1, THE DETAILS 03’ BLIND LANDING

The economy of air traffic depends largely on its reg-
ularity and reliability. Regularity necessitates blind
fl;~inge Special arrangements are necessary, however, to
insure the safety of the airplane and its occupants. These
measures concern !Iillsidellnavigations i.e., the instru-

and IIoutsidellnavigatiOn~meiltal controi of t-ne course,
i.e., the determination of two or more bearings of the
airplane. Although reliable aerial-navigation methods and
excellent ground organization now enable the trained pi-
lot to reach i~is destination, there are still many diffi-
culties in making a blind landing. The shrouding of the
field in fog has hitherto meant tho omission or change of
destination of the proposed flight. No traffic enterprist3
can yield wit:h impunity to such dependence on. the weather,

That blind landing is not impossible, has been demon-
strated on several occasions when airplanes, caught in un-
oxpectod bad weather, have landed without harm on fog-
envelopod fields with the standard blind-flying equipment
and radio direction-finding apparatus. It has also beeri~”
demonstrated by the frequently mentioned flights of the
American, Mr. Doolittle. (References 1 and 2.) In all
these cases, however, the successful outcome must he at-
trilnzt,:dmore to the exceptional, skill of the pilots and
to the-excellent cooperation between them and the ground
personnel , than to the adequacy of the ‘auxiliary equipment
and methods.

.—..-—.— —...-—..--—.
*l!Verfa’hren Zur ~rleichter-J.rigVOZI Illindlandungen. 11 Z.I?.M.,
June 24, 1932, pp. 347-355.
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Even in clear weather ‘the ,la;”ding is the most diffi-
cult part of a flight~ An,acazrate knowledge of,the air-
planes characteristics and of the wind conditions is nec-
essary, in order to land in the desired na,nner. ,While, ,in
clear weather, the’contro-lsal=e operated atikording toim-
pressions received fron direct observation of the ground,
in foggy weather the.‘requisite -infor~ation must be obtainod
from auxiliary apparatus. In so far as possible, devices
are employed to inprove the visibility and “enable the pi-
lot to see through .$hefog. Such Ilfog glassosl~ cannot be
realized, however, ‘is. ~ho present state of science. Likc-
‘ivise,according to rectint data, .it”is hardly feasible to
adopt the proposals of R. Maridl and E. M. Torkelstin (ref-
erence 1) , to cast real image’s on a screen Iiti:inieans”of
infra-red rays. (References 3 and 4.) Hence, blind landi-
ngs on unprepared fields still remain entirely problemat-
ical.

Since the use of known methods for increasing the
visual range in blind landing’s Ori“prepared field’s offer
little prospect of an early ‘satisfactoti;ysolution, the
method. has been generally adopted of Mvi’di”ng the whole : :
conmlex problem into its principal c’o”mponentproblems, in ~~.
order to formulate technical hypotheses. In this attempt-
ed s,olution, the methods of high-frequenc”y electrical en-
gineering occupy a promiment place, while the’”:e~change “of,
radio communications also plays art important’r’tile. The
deterninat’ion of the ground wind, of the laroti&t.ric-alti-
tudO correction, of the order of landing and the fiutual
reports of the courses and,altitudes” of airplanes in “thie
vicinity are among the essentials of blind flying and ‘a&e
iuportant helps in making blind landings safely.

. . ..
,“ ..

As in blind flying, so also in blind landing,, a thor-
ough knowledge of Ilin,sidellnavigation is.’ assumed”. The pi-
lot nust” always know whether the a~rplahe i’s”in a:”climbi’ng
or diving attitude, whether it is in’ a “sideslip or bank.; “’
As re.gatids “outside” navigation, blind landing require6” ..

considerably more accurate tearing checks, whereby the al-
titude ordinate is especially inportanta

... .

The fixed reference point f“or the spatial coordinate’
system i’s the spot where. the airplane is intended to land.
The problen is therefore, within the’possiblo limits of
fli.ght;”:to follow’ a spatial c+urve, to which thd horizontal
plane in tho coordinate origin is tangent. In practlco, ~~
according to tile size of t’he.field, norci OF”1OSS dovi.a.ti:o,n::
of the actual fron tho intended landing p“oin% is’p”orm~s;s”i-...,.., ,:.’. .. .



‘ble. I{ence there is ail abunda~~ce of spatial curves for
the landing, which leaves the >ilo,t-copsid,erable leeway
in tll.efinal” l“andin’g“’”” .-,

The previously “known method.s for facilitating blind
landing req,uir”ecertain restrictions, however, in so far
as they prescribe definite landing limits; whereby it is
left to the s?kill of the>pilot to koepwithi~ the pre-
scribed lir~its with the aid of tlie steering controls and
the regulation o-f the revolution speed of “the ongino.

. .

The particular problems of blind laziding consist in
finding the airport and in getting one!s hearings at ‘close
quarters. The latter requires both horizontal and ver-
tical” navigation. Horizolital navigation involves the de-
termination of the direction of landing and the bounda-
ries of the landing field , .w”nilevertical navigation in-
volves the determination of” the altitude and the freedom
of tile gliding path from obstacles. It is import=nt for
the corresponding instruments and methods to furnish re-
liable data afid especially for the instruments used on
loard to be light and of small dimensions and to require
tho least possible attention.

11. FINDI17G THE AIRPORT (LONG-RAITGE BE.4R11~Gs)

Blind landlng includes the blind finding of the air-
port. This problem has ‘~ccn satisfactorily solved ‘Dy nu-
merous radio direction-finding methods, which will not he
described here in detail. (Refereilces 5 and 6C) In ljhl-

rope the determination of the radio bearings from ground
sta’tions is preferred, while a mixed- metb:od predominates
in the United States.

The’former method employs stationary dir.ectioil-find-
in~ apparatus, which can ‘clotermine t~~e direction.of the

radio waves emitted by a moviilg Aircraft. It is espo.cial-
ly advantageous for tlie apparatus to %e located on the
air,port which’ the craft is seeking. After establishing
radio communication, the aircraft sends be~.ring signals.
The receivi,,ng station then “Lls~lal,lyr=.di-oes the, aircraft

* . - tl@ result in the form of its ti.ev.iaiioilfrom the correct
course. The ‘oearings.,c”anbe repeated as often as desired
and thus constitute a c’neck or. the correctness of the
course. The direction-finding ability of the airplane is
retained till :t reaches the vicinity of ih~ ground sta-
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tion, so ,that, e.g. , an airplane approaching at an altitude
of 150 m (492 ft. ) can” oh”~ain its bearings. up .t.o@ di~-
tance of about 100 m“ (3”28ft.). Even. in:d$,reqtion finding
on koard, the conditions are similar during,~the approach
of. tho aircraft. (Refc?rcncg 7.) This method has, in ad.
d.i.tion to. its continuous’ i“ndicatioils, the..ativantago of im-
mediate results, Thp “special,antennas and the extra
wci.<qhtmust,. however, be regardbd as disad?r.antages.

.... . . ..-.
,.I”n~.t.tie“.m~xed”method,

.
the directional fun,ction is asi:-

S“naed bY the “gro’und St L3ti On. On the airplane .tQere is a’
suitable r.ecei.ver connected with a nondirective antenna.
In .SO far as””the flight course, prescribed by the. sending
method, is “not limited .to hearing (A-N method )a.:’the.:~bje.c-
tive indications may be prodticed _oyspecial dev~ces. .: ...,

The best-known ‘method for, determining the cour{q.,~~
a so-called Ildirbctive boamll “employs two crossed vertical
loop aatennas, whose emissions can:b.e specially character-
ized. in the original form this i~”’acconplishe,d by, coor-
dinated keys, so adjusted that the” ‘s.igil.al.s.f.ronQne. anten -
..n.afall in tho pauses, of the ot-ner~ - Fo:r .thq ,p.urpos.eof.

objective indications, the emissioils from the..loop anten-
nas are c-naracterized by special modulation frequencies,
where3y, instead of alternate emissions, there is simul-
taneous excitation. * .In all cases the directive beam,
corresponding to the “doulle circular sending characteris-
tics, is defined by the zono in which the signals from
.,bot~loop,s have .tho saine aqplitude. (I?ig. l.) An airplane
following such an clectri”call~ designated route recognizes
every lateral deviation through the reception amplitude
of tho coordinated aritenna characteristics. At the moment
of flyin~ over the radio beacon the reception strength
passes through a minimum, after whiah the lateral charac -
ter!.sttcs are reversed.

All these briefly sketched methods are essential and
tested components of modern radio beacons. With their
help it is possible to guide an airplane toward the air-
port aild to >ring it within range of the special aids for
tli~d landing.

●

..” —.---- —-- ——.— --

*,.~‘objec”tiv.e.directive.bean. ti”ethod-according to Kramar
has an intermediate position. (Fie. 6.)

,
,.,

,.. .,

— I
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.,, . ,., ..~II.; AIDS TO BLIND LANDING..!,,. .. .... .. . . ,.. .
“;”.: .,.,. ,.. 1’. iIoriz.ontal Navigation Methods

,::,..
f,, .

-. :’..;.,
.,... ,.“.aj I?indinc .-as.af’eroute .- Near the airport, horizon-

.I,:t,alnavigation methods are required which will indj.cate
:accurately, at any time, the location of an approaching

‘These methods 3ecome more necessary in propor-airplane.
tion to the height of the obstructions.

The simplest method consists in guiding the airplane,
by means of a radio beacon at the airport, within a sector
suitable for low flying. In this way many airplanes,
which have to fly blind on account, of iow clouds, are en-
abled to descend safely through the clouds. This method
assumes, however, that the ground will become visible be-
fore the landing is effected. The process is similar with
the aid of a radio beacon on board and mixed direction
finding,

A further step is indicated by the use of cross bea-
C:ons; In Figure 2 the approaching airplane I’ continual-
ly receives. .its bearings from two or three beacons A,B,C.
The bearings at any moment are indicated by the intersec-
tion of the radio beams with the north-and-south linese
All the radio %eacons can be provided with automatic direc-
tion-indicating devices, whereby the result of each aux-
iliary beacon is transmitted to tune central beacons Tile
auxiliary beacons can be marked on a landing chart, so
that the results are immediately perceptible and the
changes in the bearings can be followed (3erndorfer-D,ieck-
mann method)e The bbarings can.be radioed to the” airplane
by indicating the squares on the chart. This method can
be used both in direction finding on board and in ‘mixed
direction finding. Although WO have thus far sketched
only the application of long-range met’hods to nearby uses,
thero is no lack of” other methods,

J. Val.oris utilizes the dependence of the intensity
of the reception field” on the distance of the transziitter

,.,for determining th~,~earin+s. Ill order toobviate”tlie ne-
cessity of absol:ute field-inteieity “inea$ui%fierits,tile ratio
of the ‘“re,cpption-fiel.d,,i:n.tensity Of each “corresponding

‘p”air of “’signals‘is.:deterrnin”ed..“In Figllre 3, A and B are
two’ nondir~ctive”. transmitting statioas which, with the.
s~.me radiant energy; are alternately used on equal waveq.
The Inoculation.fr.eQuencies of” the two transmitting stations,,“.
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cliffer . In the output circuit of the airplane receiving
set there are two filters which separate the signals A
and B frou each other,. ,SO that there are coordinated de-
flections of the t“m”o”’instruments corresponding to the dis~
tances of the transmitting stations. The two instr~ment~
are corn%ine.d as shown in Figure 4. The scale can be cali-
brated so that the intersection point of the pointers will
inclica.te the distances from both” stations. If the flight
charts are provided with curves” of like distance ratios,
the beariilgs can be determined from the reception data of
stcntio-as A a~]d B, If another pair of stations ACis
utilized, tile bearings are then obtained from the intersec-

. tion point of the two lines.” One disadvantage of this
method is the d’ifficul”ty of keeping the operating condi-
tions of the transmitting station constant. Moreover, in
practice, neither the circular-radiation characteristics
nor the uniform’ resistance to spreading can be guaranteed
$or the individual radiations. .

Another base-line method, which utilizes the spatial-
ly stationary interference picture of two coherent oscil-
lating,,%eacons, is pronosed by M. Harms for radio-bearing
purposes. Since this is of little use, however, for short-
raage beacons, it is not necessary to consider it further
here.

T.n addition to the base-line methods, which enable.
the .de.terminati”on of the position of the airplane and
leaves the pilot free to attend to the navigation, th,ere
is the. further possibility of accurately indicating the
route to the pilot,, This is done hy means of the direc-
tive-beam and directive-c,ourse methods. From the naviga-
tion standpoint, these methods require that they shall
not only indicate ,any deviation from the prescribed route~
but” shall also indicate the side toward which the devia-
tion occurs.

The directive-~eam methods serve chiefly to determine
the landing direction. Use is generally made of the same
‘methods as developed for long-range beacons. The differe-
nce between the beacons consists sinply in the lower
electric -power and the smaller dimensions of the, loop an-
tennas- A device described by H. Diamond and,F. W. Dun-
more (reference 8) consists in principle, .at the sending
end, of two vertical loop antennas, which are placed at
right angles to each other and whicli are “excited with t-he
same phase and po”wer for the sane wave length, lut are
modulated with distinguishable low “frequencies. ,(For ex-
ample, with 65 and 86.7 cycles,)” Sucha beacon-then has

,,
,..

..-..,/
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a radiation diagram as silown in Figure 5. The directive
beam is the.locus of all the points at whi,ch the recep-
tion amplitudes are equal from both loops. The receiving
set is ,provided with a filter for separating the.$requen-
cy “mixture, In an older arrangement, each of these low
frequencies causes the vibration of,a suitably tune?, reed.
The pilotts task is to steer so that the, amplitudes ~f the
vibrating reeds will be equalo Unequal reed vilration am-

plitudes indicate that the airplane-hasdeviated toward,...
the side of the greater auplitude~ (Fig. 5,.), A more re-
cent arrangement (references and 10)., which is a further
development of the reed freq,usncy meter, functions ‘with
the interpolation of an electromechanical resonance fil-
ter on a dial indicator. This ,arrangenent. is especially
insensitive to disturbances.

A method developed in Germany by E. Kranar (C. Lorenz
Coo), which functionl with an,”indicator, is likewise based
on the amplitude method, but also involves tile use of a
new, simultaneous use of the alternating-current and direct-
current methods. The radiations from the two frame anten-
nas, placed atright angles, a,re differentiated by the fact
that the modulation of the high frequency ensues according
to a saw-:tooth curve “in which~ by the” use of a high-fre,-
quency choke or inductance coi~ with an iron core, both
loops are simultaneously and. symmetrically but inversely
excited.. (Fig. 60) After double rectification on the
low-frequency side in the cgunterphase method, a laterally
correct indication is obtained’ at the reception end from
the unsymmetrical course of “the curves according to the
ratio of the reception amplitudes of the two antenna.radi-
ations. .

,:”
While the directive beam always defines a rectilinear

route, W= Loth!s method (reference 11) makes it poss,ible
to guide an airplane along a curvilinear route. 7Jnder
certain conditions this is important for airports surround-
ed by many high obstacles, as, for example, in a mountain-
ous region.

The ~a.sic principle of these arrangements l.ie.sin ,t.lne
fact that revolving beams are: emitted from two fixed points,

,, the rateof rotation-of. the beams being so adjusted that
their intersections follow,,the desired route. These beams
may differ greatly. Since they must penetrate vapor, fogs
snow, etc., all vibrations are eliminated which do snot meet
this requirement. High-freq-aency elect~ic vibrations
largely fulfill the requirements., ,, . ., ..

— —
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If the %e~ms ,from the two beacons are suitably dis-
tinguished, the observer can tell” whether he is “on one
side or the other of the prescribed route according to
which signal is first perceived- “The time interval be-
tween the beams indicates the distance from the prescribed
route, if the rotational velocities of the beams are such
tilat, over the whole route, equal lateral deviations are
coordinated with equal time intervals. In Figure ‘7, let
AB represent the route prescribed by the beacons S1 and S2,
and A!B1 represent a parallel path. An airplane at 1?
$e”ceives the beam S1 when this beam intersects the beam
S* on the prescribed route at a. According to the pre-
liminary assumption, the second beam will .be perceived on
the,p,arallel route by a constant time interval: At after
(or before) the first beam is perceived. After the ititer-
va,l At, the beam S2 must therefore pass through F.
Si~ul~aneou.sly it intersects the prescribed route at b.
According .to.the conditions, the beam S1 must also pass
simultaneously through. b, since the route is indicated
by,the’ intersection point of the ttio beams, While S2 is.,,
.p..as.singfrom F. to 1? and a“lsp from a to ~, S1 Isi-
multaneously passes from a to.,, b and from F to Ft.
Accordingly the distances I?. !?”“and F F! on the paral-
lel route correspond to equal time intervals At but to
unequal angular velocities. From this it is easy to de-
termine graphically for a given ‘route the law governing
the angular velocities of the beams S1. and S.g, since,
for At as the time unit, the angles a S2 b, b S2 C,
etc. (and also a SI b, b S1 c) furnish a direct measure
for the velocity. It is also easily seen that the beam
S2 will be perceived on the parallel route All Bll two
At time units after the beam Sz is perceived. Hence
the position line on a previously prepared route chart
can be accurately determined by observing the time inter-
vals “The limits, within wqhich a given pair of beacons
tail accurately indicate a route, are .determine.d by the fact
that a beam must neither be tangent to the route nor int-
ersect it ty?ceb

b
Since the rotational velocities of the two beams are

dependent on each other, they can botil be adjusted from a
central station. For’ this purpose, according to W. Loth,
the rotations are made with the aid of a timing switch.
The impulses are i,mparted by means of keys controlled by a
perforated strip, each hole corresponding to a current” im-
pulse. The holes a~e at different intervals and determine
the rate of rotation, of the beams corresponding.to th9.pre-
determined law of notionp, ,. .....,, .,,
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The production of the directive beam is effected by
the ampIitude method or %y the use..of “ultrashort waves
by special antenna arrangements. If thexantennas do.not
permit direct rotation, this may easily be accomplished
with the aid of a goniometer. (Bellini Tosi. ) The air-
plane receives the nondirective signals.

The above-described transmitting systems assume a
definite azimuthal coursee For the central approach, to
an .afrport from any direction, there ere-numerous methods
of direction finding on board, especially the long-range
methods of J. Robinson (reference ’12) , 3erndorfer-Dieck-
mann (referenco 13), R, Hell (reference 14), and H. Zlusig-
nies (references 15 and 16). These methods will not be
considered here~

.,.,>,.
Light beams in the infra-red portion of the spectrum

can be utilized for steering toward a given point. Their
ability to penetrate fog depends largely on the size of
the drops in proportion to the wave length. (References
3 and 40)

Of the many ways suggested for using infra-red beams
for short-range direction findings that. of l?. W. Westendorp””
(General Electric Co.) is of special interest. As trans-
mitter a neon lamp is used, which is based on an alternat-
ing electromotive force of the frequency of soundo Thi s
modulation frequency is important .Zn reception, in order
to determine accurately the source of the light. The re-
ceiver consists, in principle, of a photo.-electric cell
over which a mirror, inclined at about 45°, rotates at
about 100 r.pame On both sides of the airplane fuselage
there. are.windows which are explored %y the mirrors. T,he
photo-electric currents generated, by the incoming light”
are compared. When these currents are. equal, the source
of the light is directly ahead; when unequal, it, lies on
the side corresponding to the stronger currento This ar-
rangement should therefore give good results even in rol-
e.tively diffused light. No flight-test results have yet
been pubiished.

>.”, The “leader cablell was one of the first means used
to guide airplanes into port al,ong d.,efiniteroutds. This
cable is generally charged wit-n an alternating current
whose field. acts on the airplane receiver. The position
of the airplane with reference to tile cable is tk.en de-
termined from the strength and i~ature of the signals re-

.:..:caived;o :. . “. .: ,..
,; .. .,.. ,.. .j,. -.

.’” ..’
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The use .of,such cables f,or.guiding, aircraft into
por$’”.wi11 bg Li+:,ted- iQ ,c,ompa.rison. with .t,h.eal Ov.e=rnont.ion od
method s,. due to the: neces.s.ity of acquiring additional land
outside the, landing field+. It was found Zmprac.ticallo,
ac’cord”ing to the D.:V-L- oxperiments, (r,ef.erence“17:)t 0.bn=
doi7 leader banes with radio frequ,encie,$.Jsince: extensi.tie
regions are affected by the overlapping of the waves with
those. of other cables. ‘ Change. of.,...terainin’ also involves
changes in the ,reception fiel,d,.which permit no: conclu-- .
si.ons regarding the. position .of’:’:the.ai.rplane.with reference
to the leading cable. These phenomena compel limitations
in the frequency and in the, adopt~o.n of ‘the audible spec -

.-.trum,,w-hereby the lower portion, is 18Ss ,:favorable for re-
ceptig~ than the upper portionc” .:The working frequencies
are therefore mostly between 103. and 104 cycles.. Many of
the published methods have not been practically tested.
In.most. cases; the conclusions. were. dram from m.odbl tests.

,., ,,. ... ....’.

One of the-”first devices for guiding an airplane by
cable, for the purpose,, of facilitating .llind landing, is
described by C. Cooch. (Reference 18. ) The arrangement
of the cable is shown in Figure 8. The cable A scarves
to guide the airpj.anq to the~andi.ngfield proper, while
.t,he a.ctun,l,lariding.$s.,effe.c$g? ..with.the aid of cable B.
~hese cables~lre c’h.arged.With ”currents of different fre-.
,quencies, cable A, for example, with34 periods and cable
B with 68 periods. For guiding the airplane along the’
cable A, the airplane is equipped with loop antennas or
11search coils!! arranged symmetrically with respect to the
loilgitudi?al axis of the air]~lane. According to Figure 9
the same e.m. f. is induced in both coils when the airplane
is in the position a. In the positions b and C, the
greater electromotive force is induced in the coils near-
er the correct track, i.e., more nearly over the leader
cable 0, ..

We will now assume that we have a second pair of
coils placed “vertically between the wings but sloping at
45° to the plane of symmetry, as. shown.in Figure 10. If
the airplane is on the track and flying parallel to it,
t~le port and starboard coils present equal effective areas
to the magnetic fields As the air:plane turns to starboard,
tj~e effective area of the port coil is increased and that
of tb.c ~t~,rboard coil is decreaseda A.s the airplanot,urns
to port, tho.offecti.’vo area of the starboard coil,.is,,in~ ~~
creased and that of the port coil is decreased. T.he.doi.l
which presents..the greater area;, and so picks UP t’hegreat-
er elcctrorlotive force, indicates the direction to .turn. im
order to get parallel to the track again.

.-— —.,. . . ..-
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For these reason’s the two starboard and the two port
coils are each c’ombifi.edwith one another and connected
with ‘the corre’s~’ondin-gIndic ator.- -The latter shows the
position of the “airplane with reference to the.track. The
indications are given by means of .dynamometric instruments.
Each instrument is provided with a smazl mirror which re-
flects a beam of light- The reflected be”ams...oflight play
on a common transparent scale as represented in F.i”gure11.
The zero position is at the top of the scale. I?rom left
to”right the columns signify the port scale, height scale,
starboard scale, and an IIindi.catingllscale. ,The latter
indicates to the pil,ot when he is over the landing “track
and his progress alo”ng it. The spot of light on this ...
scale oscillates at four periods per second and is there-
fore quite distinct, from the other two.

The latest model frequency reducer has three. sets .o~f
reversing contacts, one each for the port and starboard ,:
search coils operating at 32 periods per second and one for
the indicating search coil operating at 54 periods per
second. 11’henthe search coils are over the landing sec-
tion, they are in amagnetic field of, 3“+periods, on whi,ch
is superimposed another field at 68 ~,erio,d,sper seconde
Since the leading cable l~as a.:,f,~equency0$ 34 periods and
the frequency reducer reve,,r.ses,the .circu,i.t-.at, 32 periods,
the resultant currentat two periods is applied to the in-
strument. It is easily,seen that the spots of light on
the port and starboard scales oscillate at the same phase
and amplitude, when the electromagnetic field is horizon-
tal, i.e., wilen it is approximately over the cable.

The arrows at the top of Figure 12 represent the rel-
ative amplitude of movement of the ,P and S spots of
light on the instrument, when the airplane is flying par-
allel to the track. Arrows in the same direction indicate
that, the oscillations of the two spots are in ,step, but
when the arroyrs are opposite the. oscillations are “Out of
step. ?7hen the airplane is on the correct track H, ““the
two spots of light are equal and in step, as shown in posi-
tions 4 and 12. If the airplane is on the port side of
the. track, the. starboard light r’emains about the same, hut
the port light is reduced. When the airplana gets over to

.> . %’3 on .the.port side, the port ,light drops to zero and tile
starboard ltgl~t is aiouti the same as at H. If trie..air-
plane mpves:farther to port, the por~”light begins to os-
cillate. again~ but out Q$ step witil the .s~arboard “light,
as”lshown .Zn position, 9; ::,’Jhen~~le .a.irpla~e is ,in thp center
of the. area enclosed by tho track, the magnetic lines are
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vertical .and the two lights are equal and out of s$ep, as
shown at 8, Posit j.ons 1 t.o7 represent airplanes coming
in the opposite direction. Thq.same ruleholds good,

.namelyt. that the side showing the greater amplitude is ‘to-
ward the correct track,
...’..,.
.?”“The dash lines H represent the positions where ‘the

field is horizontal,. while the lines X.l, X2, X3, and X4”“

‘represent the positions where the field i.s inclinq,d. 4“5°
to the horizontal”. “I?henthe airplane is over the .l.eading
Cablb, i.e., on the line H, i,ts,Ileight above the ground
can be determined from the ampli,tu:de, with constant trans-
mission characteristics.

,.

Ba~iking increases the electromotive force in the
search coil on “’thedepressed w.ingof the airplane. This
effect is usually ’offset, however, by the turning of th,e
ai~plano, so that the instrument reading is not much af-
fected.

,’

I?hcn the” airplane comes within the effective range of
th~ landing cable B (fig. 8), it is indicated on a spo-
cial::icale (fig. 11). The corresponding instrument is
~tinnected through a reversing device with an indicating
search coil, whose plane is parallel to the long”ithdinal
axis of the airplane. This is operated at 64 periods per
s“e”cond;tihile the cable has 68 periods. The spot of light
“t~en oscillates “at 4 periods per second. Since all the
instruments” are e’xcited in their natural frequen~y, -it
follows that the indications are practically independetit
of one a~lot’her.““”Therefore noticeable oscillations occur
on the landing scale I, only when the airplane is in the
vicinity of the landing cable.

So. far as known, this method has, been used only in
model tests on a scale of 1/200. It is a disadvantage to
have to follow rather sharp, curves in landing.

b~ Markin&the “limits “of’the landing area.- Tests have. -.-.— ._ .—..—...—. ———.——. ._____
leen made at the Ford Airport [reference 19), Lansing,

““Iilinois, with~an invention”by Earl C. Hanson, for indi-
catingthe”li~ifis of the landing area along ,with the direc-
tion of approach. (Fig. 13.) The device consists of ttio
single-turn loops ‘extending almost. 4,QQ0.feet. out from,the
airport tioundar~. :..The c’oi~s:are about ”2Q0,feet, apark. at..,.

- the field ”ends~ but’ diverge to 1,500 feet at their outer
ends, Each coil is impressed with a 1,000-cycle audio-
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frequency impulse generated at a ground station. A device
is,use’d”t’o open and close alternately the circuits in theL.-!, two loops,,, so that one coil ‘emits da”~hes and the other

~j
dots. A pilot flying a middle ’cours~””between the”two
coils hears’ an unbroken sound in his headphones.~~I

I
i!

~~
At right cnigles,to the inner ends ‘of the coils there,

is a six-turn loop of No. 8 weatherproof solid copper-wire
II; 600 feet long and 200 feet wide. The sound in the head-”

11 phones materially” increases ”when the airplane is over this
loop, informing the pilot th”at he’ is in position to laad.
Hr. Hanson has devised an induction altimeter which is
said to indicate the height of the airplane above t-no land+
ing loop to oile-qtiarter of. an in’ch.

.,, ,“.

W ● Loth (reference 20) uses a cable charged with cur-
!. rents having mean frequencies of 7.5 to 10 kc, in order” to
I communicate to the pilot of an airplane certain data oni

his bearings with respect to the landing field” and’his
height above” the grou~d~ The device, “as tested in model
form, consists essentially of a cir’cular c~.ble aS s-hewn
in Figure,14~ It-is coangcted with the generator G
through t,heswi-tch:” S“ and the” transformer T. T’he timing
mechanism is” ‘ouitted f’or the sake of clearness. The cir- ,
cular cable” represents a vertical loop ‘hntenna whose piage
is rolled toget-ner in t-he form of a cyli-nder. The current
generated in such a loop produces an electromagnetic fieid
which, for a cross section through tile middle of the loop,
has about the course shown in Figure 15. The circular’ ca:-
ble, as a whole, forms an open antenna; which is laid over
the excitation coil b on the ground. The device oper- ~
ates, therefore, as n condenser, one of whose plates is
conilected with the cable and the other with the ground.

,i If the, direction of the” current is reversed throi~gh the
switch S, the phase, of the magnetic field produced by”

;; the cable current is changed 180° with respect to the
(
/ electric field produced by the open antenna., since the

electrostatic displacement is practically unaffected by
1, the reversal.

~’”
The airplane has a horizontally placed loop antenna:,

and an open antenna, bo”th being conilected with tl~e’”s~,me
w..- receiving circuit. Tlie induced. ele”ctronotive fore’es’~can

be made to offset one another by suitable adjustment’s;
while they are added in .other.”cas,ee. If, as in the case” .
of the guiding beam, conplemen”tary sigilals are used, then
conclusions can be draw”n frolm the” beilavior of the receiv-
ing’systeu regarding -the direction ‘of the’magnetic field’

.,’ ..... ..:.:,
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and ‘consequently r6garding the position “of”’the aircraft”=
The conditions are further’ illustrated in Figure 15,, which
represents the magnetic field of a circular cable of .1,000
n (3,280 ft.) diameter. An airplane will generally .-be
able to fly safely, according’ to the readifigs of its baro-
metric altimeter, at heights of 150 t.o.,200 m (492 to 656
ft.)’. Left of”the line OS, the field will have a rela-
tively inductive effect on the receiving antennas. If the
two tutiingjcharacteristics, coordinated with the polar
‘fields of the circular loop, .are the signals D(- ..) and
U(.. _), then, eag~, in the “first part of the flight the
signal D will be’recei’ved, if it is assumed that, the
electromotive forces induced from the two fields here” os-
cillate in phase in the airplane receiver. 17ithin the
field TOTt,” the horizontal antenna receives practical-
ly nothing, due. to the plane-parallel .co,nponents of the
s’trengthof the magnetic field= Also the electric field
h.a,s;vertically over the circular cable, a minimum which
is more pronounced with the use. of an open vertical anten-
n“~ th”an”tiith a traili”ng anteina. In the field TOT?,
accoidi’n~ly, the distinguishability of the signals D and
U ceases, which “fact serves’ to indicate the field iound-
ariese The time required to fly across the center “of the
circular cable gives a rough basis for the flight altitude.
I’ina.1>.y,after reaching tile line OS, the airplane begins
to “giid6. 3eyond the line os1 the signal U is re-
ceived, As the ground is approached., the signal becomes
continuous, because the receiver is,affected by the mag-
n,etic field. Finally, within a few.feet of the ground,
the signal D is heard, and the airplane levels off.
(Yig, 16. )

Although this method also yields theoretically cor-
rect results, there are serious doubts as to its univer-
sal applic”ahility.. (Reference 20. ) In the first ”place,
the circular fence with posts about 10 m (33 ft.) high
constitutes a serious menace to low-gliding a“irpl.aneso
Then the field arrangement is considerably more ”complicat-
ed than hare shown in order to make the principles clear-
er. Even the loop antenna has an electric field, which
likewise changes phase with tile reversal of the loop.. The

electric field of the open system iss, moreover, different-
ly distributed in space than the magnetic field of the
lan~in~ l,oop. I,Since, however”, the critical data for the
~tiilotresult ““fromthe. cooperation o.f.~oth fields,..it is
difficult to iiia&ethe best adjustment of the r“eceiiing’ set.
From the short distance between the loop wires t,here fol-
lows a slight distance effect$ since, for every farther

—. . I
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point, the fields work against one another and the field
intensities are almost equal. This is particularly disad-
vantageous in landing: ‘“”It’is only near -the ground that
the fields are stronger. If it is sought to remedy these
disadvantages,by using more power, special measures are
necessary to safeguard ‘the receiver against excessive in-
dications near the ground.

Recently a further development of this method” has ]een
announced by the American Lot”h Corporation. (reference 21) ,
which is being tested on Wright I?ield. In this system the
open cable is replaced by concentric cables in the ground.
An”approaching airplane first hears the signal D and’then,
as it crosses the boundary of the landing field, a contin-
uous sound. Inside the landing field, the signal U is
heard. At a height of about 20 feet above the ground,
this is replaced by 1(,.), This is the signal for the
pilot to level off for landing. The receiviilg apparatus
on the airplane consists of a vertical loop antenna for
guiding it toward the landing field, as well as a horizon-
tal loop for receiving, the bearings. Vhile the latter
ceases,. the course is controlled by an indicator. The
guiding may begin at a distance of, about five miles from
the landing field, whereby the cable is supplied with
about 15 kw.

Another method for indica~ing:the landing-field bound-
aries was developed by H. Gromoll and H. Johannson of the
DiV,Lo and confirmed by laboratory tests. (Reference 22.)
The, outer and inner fields of the airport are plainly
marked by visual beacons, whereby, in flying across the
boundaries,. the direction of the indicator needle is re-
vereed. The reliability of the indications depends cn the
use, in the reception field, of unsymmetrical curves with
respect to “the time axis.
.:

A cable, surrounding the landing .field,’is endowed””
with a sound-frequency, current of t’he form I (sin W t +
k sin 2 o.’t), S,Othat the induced electromotive force .in
the horizontal loop R of “the airplane has a,b~ut the
course shown in Figure 17.. This electromotive force is
transmitted to a“two-w,ay rectifier in the output circuit

,,of‘which a differential..,instrument is’ interpolated’. The
rectification produces unequal directiv”e ”cv.rreats, due to
,thq,unsy,rmnetrical electro~jlotive forces. These currents

“.””’@.e’t&r]uin”e‘the direction “of deflection of tliti’”pointer~ On
“.f~ying across the” landing-field boundary O (fig. 17) ,
“t’ilemagnetic fie”ld changes its direction with respect to
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the i~orizonta.1 ‘receiving ante;ma of. the airplane and cor-
respondingly ~%lso ‘t”liei,nduced electromotive force. Thi s
deflects the indicator pointer in the opposite direction”:
An automatic ampli”<idr was ,used to render the reception
of the fly”ing altitude largely independent..

The directive transmission methods can be used for
partial ~nd rectilinear landing-field boundaries. Such ,
e.g., are th-e loop antennas used in America under the
r.amc ltgua coil, t!in whicy- the sectors of ~iinimum radiation
serve usually as the corres~onding criterion. “(Reference -
~“.) As compared with the circular cables, these methods
~~~~,e the disadvantage of providing only one landing .di.-
rsctioJi.

2. ~~ertical “Navigation I;ethods .
.

a) 3ar.o~netr~c...-~Lli~.i.~udedetermination.- Ordinary bara-—-—. ..— .—— ——
metric altimeters e,re“geilerally unsuited for blind-landing
purposes.* It .is true that the .alti.tude correction can le
comuuni”cat’ed“to the airp.l?ie by radio.y so t-hat the height
above the ground can be determined, hut it is ,generally
difficult to overcome the effect of pressure variations in
the pilot~s cockpit due to” changes .in the attitude of the
a.irpl~.ne, the ~ropeller r.p.r~~, e,t~..,as also the mechan-
ical lag of” t-he instrument. Thus t~l~ .acc.uracy of the in= “
dications, so important near the ground, is lost, and it
becoues necessary to find more suitable methods. The se
are sought in acoustic, electric, and optical fields.

Q> Altitude determination h~reflection,- The ‘~Behm—.-.—.— ..-—.—.———
LotIl.(references 23 and 24)=’~-he~l-dest and best known
of the acoustic methods. Vith the firing of a pistol
mounted on tile aircraft, a ray of light is set in motion
whi ch ““casts a point of light ‘on a“vertical transparent
scale so marked as to indicate” the-distance corresponding
to one-ilalf the velocity of sound. The sound reflected
froti the ground excites a microphone rnounte don the air-
plane and. geilerates a currsnt impulse which deflects the
point” of ,light laterally, thereby indicating the height
above the ground. . .

- . -— —--—-—..——.-.-.—- —.—-..~-————
*T~l,eii.merican$ Ur. Dooltttle, in blind’ landi,n~; ‘u~d”d:’~.‘“~.
special instrumentj,the Kollsma:lin’p’reclsio”n altifieter,” on
which one scale division of 0.2 mm corresponded to an al-
titude difference of 3 n (about 10 ft.). (Reference 2.)
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For blind landing, th~s method has. t,he serious di sad-
vantages that no continuous indication. i.s shown. ‘and that

,.s,,Port3.cul~,rlY .att9ntiv,e,,obs.ervati”on”of the s“csle is r.e-
quir.ed in order not to Hiss the instant of the indication.
Confusion. may result regarding th”e height above “the,ground,
due to reflections from otstacles.

,,
.

Theie have therefore been, at’tempts to develop elect’ro-
acoustic methods with continuous indication Of the. flight
altitude. Sounds, are given off at shor,.ti’nte.rvals (e.g..,
by compressor pipes) which, as’well as.“the reflected waves
conducted through suitable ,filters, activate the indicat-
ing i’n.strument. All Acoustic methods require a“,comprqhen-
sive analysis of the engine and other noises pr”oduced .o”n
the airplane, as well as a studj of” the changing condi~
tions of reflection, in order .to choose suitabl”q ‘wor”king
frequencies. According to flight .tests,the lowest “heights
which can be reliably indicated are about 2 m (6.56 ft.,).
(Reference 25. )

For determining the altitude, reflection methods ,ha,ve
also been proposed which enploy high-frequency oscillations.
Short waves are reflected better than long ones. Among
the published meth,qds that of W. L. Everitt is of”special
interest. (Reference lo) In Mr. Everittls altimeter the
frequency of the carrier wave is varied by the rotatio,n of
an air .condensero For a certain rate of frequency change,
the beat note set up by the transmitted and reflected waves
has a pitch which is a direct function of the. altitude.
Only a single loop is used for transmitting and’,for’’re-
ceiving the reflected waves. As compared with”other radio
altimeters, Mr. Everitt~s instrument is simpleiand,has
the advantage of indicating a,ltitude. directly instead of
within a nodal distance. (Reference 26. ) The practical
value of the. radio altimeter cannot yet ,be judged, si’nc”e
we do not have sufficient data on the reflection conditions
of different terrains.

. ..

c) Altitude determination from capacit~ variations i-..——
The approach of an airplane to the ground can be deter:

—.

mined from the Capacity changes ‘in a suitably constructed
condenser. All capacity methods can be based on the prin-
ciples illustra,ted,b~,Figure 18. The condenser. consists
of two metal -pl-ates a and--b- attached--to the fusela”ge”‘and
connected ,with a iieasuring circuit c, The capacity .of
this condenser is:’d,etermined’p’rl”ncipally by the “size of
the plates ~and the dielectric effect of the surrounding
air. The capacity of the conductors is joined in parallel
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to. the measuring instrument ,d:.,.On approaching the ground
the capacity increases, due :tothe. reduction in the plat,.e
distance, as.well as to the. generally greater diel.,e,ctr.ic.
constants of the ground;. Since the dielectric constant
of the” air varies with the hum”id-ity and” barometric “pres-
sure, the capacity altimeter, is especially suitable for
low altitudes, where the effect of the air is small with
respect to that of the ground, and for the accurate deter-
mination of the leveling-off altitude of the airplane ,for
lan’ding. Corresponding instruments have been proposed in
Germany by H. Wigge and List a:nd tested at the expense of
the Junke,rs Airplane Company. All’ the,se instruments dif=
fer simply” in the form of the measuriqg, circuit c.* Bridge
methods, beat methods, and resonance .metho.ds have teen”
used. (References 27 and 28.)* T-he arrangement’ of the
condenser plates on the fuselage, as used in experiments
by R. Gunn (reference 29) is shown in l?igwre 19. Al”titude
,measurernents can be made hy the capacity .rnethod from shout
100 feet downward. This method is only conditionally re-
liable, since the dielectric constant of the ground varies
with the atmospheric conditions.

~:lents:) A~>~itude determ%.nation by.,.~~eld-intensi ty,n~asurop-=
The flight altitude can also be determined by meas-..a—

..uring the strength of the reception field. As already men-
tionel, use is often made of this method in connection with

, the I.eaier-c”able methods (Coock, Hanson, Lo.th, etc..). It
is assumed,. howe,ver, that the airplane is in a location
where the fi,eld distribution is fiked and also that it re-
mairi.sover the cable.with uniform field distribution along
the cane. Another assumption is that .the field is neither
dii’ectly nor indirectly affected”by the weather. In gen-
er’al the field ,distribution along the cable does not actu-
ally correspond to that sought, so that adequate accuracy
of altitude deter”~ination” for ,.landing purposes is attaina-
ble only under certain. conditions.

.3..“ Gliding-Yath Uethod

.
A method which provides a gliding path ,for the”air”-

pl.ane,:wasdeveloped in America by H. Diamond ,and H. W. .Dun-

.“-~ -.—--— .-—. —-, ,, . . - .,”, _

*Another method for measuring very saall capacities; which
‘fin a tube circuit.,is based on the llinterruptio~l uethod

was used by H. L8wy (reference 27) for measuring flight. al-
titudes.
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more. (Refer egcb’::9~)~;The gl’fdiqg.:jjathwas identical .with
,anmcurve’of constaiititi:e”ctip’tiori-~ieldintensi tjt” For this
purpose a“dirdcti”v&”3&ain’:Was’g6ner&ted, as shown in Figure
20. ‘“Th~s figh~ shows how tne int’en”sity of the reception
field $.s ai?fected’by the angle of:’eleVationr when the air-
plane moves’ in the.vbrtical plane”~assing through the ax-
is o“f,the b“earnin an arc about the position O of.the
transrnitter:~ By the angle of elevation $,is understoo~”
the angie at ’wfiich the airplane is seen from. 0, Similar
directivec’haractertstics are received at various dis-: :
tanbes fro”m the transmitter”. The absolute values of the. “
field intensities of these groups of curves are connected
by, the, law of distribution for” equal angles of elevation.
In close approximation the field intensities are inverse-
ly proportional to the ,distance for

...”
3“= constatit. ‘

Since the’ angle of “elevation s is introduced into .“
Figure 20 as an independent variable, it c,an overlap, in
the representation with polar coordinates, a Cartesian
system in, which the abscissa is the distance d and the
“’ordinate is th”e flight elevation h. It should be’.n.oted,
however, that the p-lotted beam characteristic is valid’ on-
ly for. a definite ’distance d., for example,’ for d.= .

i,’500.m (4,’921 ft.). . ..,,
:.

“If an airplane flies from A at a height of”’about
209” m (6,56 ft.), the, deflection in an instrument connected
with the receiver will increase according to t~he degree of
the increasing reception-field intensity. There are two:.
reasons for the increase in the field intensity, namely,
the increase due to the approach to the transmitting sta-
tion (J = constant) ‘and .t,hatdue to the approach to the
axis of the b“e”qm,charaoteristic (A 19 > 0 for $ < &m)*
If the instr”urn~nt has reached ,a certiain deflect,i.on, s~y::~
half the 9Cal~,, the airplane is “then Steered so that the
pointer indication re”mains co’ristant. This then corre-
spends to keeping the reception-field intensity constant”,
Correspondingly, the airplane,must so mov,e “that the in-
crease in the reception-field intensity due t,o approaching
the transmitting station is equal to the decrease in the
recepti.o,n-field intensity due to increasing the distance
from’ ’the beam axis ””,.OP,(diminishing t”h”eangl,e of eleva-
tion 8). This yi?~ds’ aglidi”nk.-path, curve”, wh~ch”-flattens
“out stro,ngl$ “in approaching the ground. ‘-

-..,
,.,, ,,. ,,.,.“ ,.. . .

The’pradtical solution of the problem is based on the
use of ultrashort waves, since these greatly’ facilitate the
bunching” due to the small” antenna dimensions and since the

. . -...”

#i
..——-
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airplane antennas can al so have u,-smalldimensionis~ wave
“Sengths ,of 3.2 m (93~700, kc) ,“wereyu,se&..i~‘the e~perirnents.,fi,:,.,
at Col&oge park,- For energy concen$rati,~n, ,,gight hori=
zontal dipole tsmtonnas of the..longth o? a h&Jf”~w~&~&,,,w&r’D
used in depth trrrrangemont. .(Fig. ”21~) ‘ The roarrn,ost o~~,’
formod tho rofloctor,while’”i%ho forwas~ “six sertod”.,as di-
rectors. Tho seventh, antenna was connectbd dir’e,ct’lywith
tho transmitter, all. the othors being excited by r&dia-:,’;
tion coupling. Thq ~yincipal axis OP ,of the cha,ractor-
istic was inclined 8 .to tho horizontal”. “A.transmitting:
powor of 500 watts was used for. a distanco of 10 ~rn”(6.?,
mio)m

The receiving appar.atus”.con.sisted,
.

.. as shown i“n Figure
22,. of a horizontal ,dipolp hntonna c~nnected, directly with
a detoc~or-ampl.ifier-r.octi,f$ er unit zn a streamline hous-
ing on the wing of the airplane. Tho modulated frequen-
cies were rectified by a copper-oxi?o roctifior in tho
output circuit qf the rece.ivin,g sot,. The” rtisulting direct
current operated. the” ‘indicat,illginstrument.

This apparatus has the advantagq of great simplicity.
It rqquires no attent-ion while “landing. The correct land-
ing path can ,~e followed through variations in the sensi-
tivity of the indicating instrument ‘and through diminution
of ,the intensity. In connection with thins method, still
other devioes are roquirod to insure the direction of ap-
proach: and,to .~eep the aircraft in the vertical plane in
which the :axi,so.fthe landing beam lies. ‘ Thosq dovicos
have alre,adybee,n described.

,..
In connection with the work of Diamond and Dunmore,

the gli@ing-p.atll method of the D.V.L. was ”in,vestigated and
further dey.eloped in Germany. . The flight tests with 4“.7,m
(15..42 f“to) waves were fundatientally satisfactory, but the
practical application,of this .rnethod sti~l requires vari-
ous l+odifications on which work is now in ‘progreES..
. ., ,.

IVa SULWR Y
. .

The extraordinary importance of safe blind landing
for aipcraft led to the development. of numerous hethods
for facilitating it. The methods described rep?qsent,:par-
tial solutions of”the complex problbn of blind land$ng.-

,Tk.?re are. special methods for insuring t~le flight path,
;Ufor:.,indic.ating~”the.,bomdaries .of la.nding,fields,” for de-

,te~mining,th,e fl$gh~: and .leveligg=off, alt~tude~s ’an(lfor’/“.
establishing the’ glldin”g “path.

.,., .“
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It lies in the nature of the case that hind landing
with the’ aid of instruments, as compared with visual land-
ing from direct observation, m~akes much greater ,demand.son
the skill of”,the pilot. In judging the different methods,
therefore, the ingeniousness o.f the signais and their free-
dom from ambiguity are of surpassing importance. They must
be reliable. All the apparatus on, board must be light and
of s“mall dimensions It must require only the simple op-
eration of a switch to throw it on or off.

In several of the above-described methods, no flight
tests have yet been made. Though no satisfactory solution
of the problem has been, attained, valuable preliminary
work has nevertheless been done.

.

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National ,Idvisory Conmittee
for Aeronautics,
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